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Shipment Costs on the other hand is the sub-functionality of the IS-OIL TD components that handles the
calculation of transportation/shipment cost for a particular shipment.
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Introduction
In a macro view, logistics strategically helps business to optimize the production and distribution processes
for promoting an efficient and competitive enterprise. The crucial element in any logistics chain is no doubt
the transportation system, which joints the separated activities of various business process and/or
components. Transportation occupies about one-third of the amount in the logistics costs and as such, the
transportation systems of the business influence the performance of logistics system hugely. Transporting
activities are necessary in the whole production procedures, from the manufacturing plant to the delivery of
the finished products to the final consumers and/or returns of defected products. Only a good coordination
between each of the above mentioned components would maximize the benefits and profitability of any
businesses.
Hence, it is no surprise that transportation cost has always been an important component in any businesses,
especially in the Oil & Gas industry that enterprise should aim to improve and increase its efficiencies to
maximize corporate profitability. These logistics activities comprised of physical (transportation and storage
etc.) and non-physical activities (transportation system design, forwarding agent selection, freight contract
negotiation etc.). As such, a complete information system is crucial to effectively map these physical and
non-physical activities of transportation to influence management decision making, and most importantly, to
address the key issues of tracking and tracing the movement of products through these transportation
system.
Logistics Execution module in SAP is one of the core modules that covers the functionalities of shipment and
transportation activities, which also covers the one of the crucial area of transportation function(s) – shipment
costing. The functionalities of shipment costs are almost similar to the shipment costs processes described
in Sales & Distribution (SD) component, with the exception that the enhanced shipment cost in the Industry
Solution for Oil & Gas (IS-OIL) includes the component that specifically meets the O&G industry
transportation activities. It allow the combination of outbound deliveries, inbound deliveries and transfers
(shipping notifications, reservation & deliveries) in a single shipment while providing the visibility of stock intransit and providing shipment cost calculation capability of various different legs (i.e. preliminary, main or
subsequent leg) through various different vendors. The core process of shipment costing in TD is based on
the Transporter and the TD Vehicle data for a particular shipment in Industry Solution for Oil & Gas.
The main aim of this document is to provide a set of basic configuration steps and things to consider for the
configuration of shipment costs with the integration of the enhanced IS-OIL functions provided by SAP.

Transaction
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Flow of Shipment Costs Process (with TD Shipment)

Note: This document aims to provide a general understanding on the customizing for the above highlighted (in BROWN)
process.

Prerequisites
For the shipment costs functions to work, the following configuration has to be completed prior to proceeding
with the Shipment Cost customizing:


The required Transportation Planning Point has been maintained and assigned to relevant Company
Codes.



Routes and Stages (for multiple leg etc.) configuration has been completed and adequately defined.



TD Shipment configurations and controls have been maintained.



Forwarding agent vendor master has been duly maintained and extended for the relevant Company
Code and Purchasing Organization.
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Step-by-step Shipment Costs Customizing
Shipment Cost Document
Maintain number range for shipment costs
T-Code VN08
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Path
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Shipment Cost Document  Define Number Ranges for
Shipment Costs
Similar to sales and purchasing business documents used such as sales order and purchase order,
shipment cost document is the central document used in shipment cost processing.

This node in the IMG customizing introduces you to the following functions used:


Number range used in shipment cost document



Shipment cost type and item categories along with its control parameters and assignment

1. At the main screen, click on “Change Intervals” as shown below:

2. Subsequently, maintain the ranges as shown below:

If you want to define a new Interval, click on

3. Once the ranges have been maintained, click on
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Maintain shipment cost types and item categories
T-Code
Path

T_56
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Shipment Cost Document  Shipment Cost Types and Item
Categories

This configuration path introduces all the important control features used in a shipment cost document:


Shipment cost header number range assignment



Status requirements maintenance for shipment documents



Parameters maintenance for shipment costing



Parameters maintenance for shipment settlement

1. At the main screen, double click on “Define item categories” and define the required item categories:

Note: The rule of thumb here is to classify the item categories individually if each item contains a different set of general
data for shipment cost calculation and settlement and/or service agents.
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2. Subsequently, click on

to maintain the relevant controls for each item categories created:

In the detailed screen for item categories, you can define few important controls as follow:


Calculation parameters for shipment costs



Cost distribution



Account assignment category usage – you can define whether it is a cost center, profit segment etc.



Origin of CO objects – either from G/L account or various sequences depending on Order and
Delivery



Frequency of generating a Purchase Order – daily, weekly or monthly.

3. Click on

to create the required Shipment Cost Type:

Note: The common practice is that an individual shipment cost types for each mode of transport can be maintained.
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4. Subsequently, click on
created:

to maintain the relevant controls for each Shipment Cost Type (Header)

Note:





As highlighted above, the shipment cost types number range is assigned here.
In addition, the important control data here is to maintain the overall status of shipment document required to
create the shipment cost document. This indicator checks the overall shipment status of a TD shipment. In
most cases, shipment cost document is allowed to be created when a shipment is completed. However, there
are also some cases where shipment document is allowed to be created during shipment loading.
In some release, where the required overall shipment status for shipment costing is set to Status 4, but system
is not allowing the completed shipment document (Status = 6) to be reversed. Please refer to SAP Note
1585630 and SAP Note 1543888 to address this issue.

5. Thereafter, double click on dialog structure “Assign shipment cost types and item categories” to assign
the relevant item categories as shown below:

Note:




In this assignment, you also specify whether the item categories are proposed automatically or specified
manually during shipment cost document creation.
You can also maintain the valuation class used for shipment costing and specify whether it will determine a G/L
account automatically or entered manually. The valuation class specified here will be used for automatic
account determination in the settlement process.
The valuation class makes it possible to post the values of services of the same service category to different
accounts.
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6. Finally, double click on dialog structure “Doc.Type-Spec.Val. Class (only TD Bulk Shipment)” to assign
the relevant valuation class (if necessary) for each document type category as shown below:

Further notes:
The defined shipment cost type as above can be subsequently assigned to individual bulk shipment type
as shown below:
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Example:
A simple scenario as shown below is: Assuming that you have defined your bulk shipment type based on the
specific mode of transport because a different cost calculation method is required for different mode of
transport.
Hence, for each bulk shipment type, you can assign an individual shipment cost type:

Bulk Shipment
Type

Description

Shipment
Cost Type

Description

BARG

Barge transport

ZBRG

Barge shipment cost type

PIPE

Pipeline transport

ZPIP

Pipeline shipment cost type

TRUK

Truck transport

ZTRU

Truck shipment cost type

MARI

Marine transport

ZMAR

Marine shipment cost type

RAIL

Rail transport

ZRAL

Rail shipment cost type

Note:



With the assignment to individual bulk shipment type, the shipment cost type can be automatically determined at
the during shipment cost creation, hence eliminating manual entries.
Another important note here is to maintain the “costing base” for the shipment cost calculation, whether it is
calculated based on loaded quantities or delivered quantities. This is maintained for each bulk shipment type
configuration.

Shipment Cost Pricing
Define Price Dependencies
T-Code T_03
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Path
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define Price Dependencies
In this configuration path, you can make the condition types (i.e. prices, surcharges, and discounts) dependent on
almost all the fields in a shipment cost document. You define these dependencies using the condition tables and
where there are fields that are not included in the table, you may manually add it using field catalog.
The allowed fields here are only from KOMG, KOMK and KOMP tables respectively.
To manually create a table to use as your pricing strategy in the access sequence, you may follow the below
steps:






Enter the name of the table you want to create. (Bear in mind that you can only choose names between
501 and 999. If you do not make a specification, the system automatically assigns a sequential number.)
Specify whether you would like to create the table with or without a validity period.
Enter a description for the condition table.
Select the required fields for the condition table from the list of the permitted fields listed in the field
catalog. You may also manually specify the field name if you know the field name.
Click on “Generate” to generate the new condition table.
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Define Condition Types
T-Code T_06
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Path
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define Condition Types

Price elements such as surcharges, prices, taxes etc are represented in the system as condition types.

1. At the main screen, define the condition type code and description as required.

2. Subsequently, define the relevant control data and define what changes that is allowed:
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Note: It is recommended that you do not change the SAP standard conditions types and define your own condition types.
The key should start with the letter Z (example, ZPR0 – Price).

Important:

In the condition type control, it is important to maintain the correct calculation base. The calculation bases
determine the origin of the data that is used during pricing as the basis for the condition type.
Important documentation provided by SAP worth to note for each calculation bases types are as followed:



All

o
o









A condition type with this calculation basis can be used for every shipment cost sub-item.
No sub-items are created from this calculation basis. This means that if only condition types of
this kind are contained in the procedure, then the system cannot determine any sub-items.
o You would use this calculation basis if, for example, you wanted to define a discount as valid for
both delivery-related and shipping-unit- related shipment costs.
Delivery
o If the pricing procedure contains condition types with this calculation basis, then a shipment cost
sub-item is created for every relevant delivery.
o When you use this calculation basis in condition determination, no information is available from
the delivery item (e.g. material) or the shipping unit.
o The scales bases for gross weight, net weight and volume refer to the corresponding information
in the delivery headers.
Delivery item
o If the pricing procedure contains condition types with this calculation basis, then a shipment cost
sub-item is created for every relevant delivery sub-item.
o When you use this calculation basis in condition determination, no information is available from
the shipment units.
o The scale bases for gross weight, net weight and volume refer to the corresponding information in
the delivery items.
Shipping units
o If the pricing procedure contains condition types with this calculation basis, then shipment cost
sub-items are created for the shipments units assigned to the shipping material types in the
condition types. The number of sub-items created depends on the other features of the shipping
units (e.g. shipping unit group 1).
o When you use this calculation basis in condition determination, no information is available from
the deliveries or the delivery items.
o The scale bases for gross weight, net weight and volume refer to the corresponding accumulated
information from the relevant shipping units.
Shipment cost item
o If the pricing procedure contains condition types with this calculation basis, then exactly one
shipment cost sub-item is created.
o When you use this calculation basis in condition determination, no information is available from
the deliveries, the delivery items or the shipping units.
o The scales bases for gross weight, net weight and volume refer to the corresponding cumulated
information from the relevant delivery headers.

The different settings used above determines how many different sub-items determined by the system during
shipment cost calculation.
Note: For IS-OIL specific calculation base, there are two specific calculation base that are only relevant for IS-OIL, which
is “O: Document Item Quantity – Bulk Product Shipment (IS-OIL)” and “P: Vehicle – Bulk Product Shipment Only
(IS-OIL).
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In the configuration where the combination of Calculation Base = P (Document Item Quantity) and
Calculation Type = T (Multi-dimensional) is maintained, the conditions in the condition tab in the freight cost
item details screen in shipment cost creation is showing as zero value. This is a known program error as
there are no codes maintained to handle the case when calculation base = P. To fix this issue, please apply
SAP Note 1348330.
Define Access Sequence
T-Code T_07
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Path
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define Access Sequence

1. In the main screen, you define the access sequence that is required:

2. Double click on “Accesses” in the dialog structure and assign the relevant condition table defined earlier
as a search strategy to influence pricing:

3. The “Fields” in the dialog structure further reveal the fields used as a search strategy that has been
assigned to the access sequence above:
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Define and assign pricing procedures
T-Code
Path

T_72
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define and Assign Pricing
Procedures  Define and assign shipping type procedure

1.

In this activity you define the relevant shipping type procedure used in pricing procedure determination:

2.

Subsequently, you assign the shipping type procedure group to each shipping type as required:

Note:



One shipping type procedure group can be assigned to more than one shipping type.
For example, assuming that all land shipping type will have the same pricing procedure; hence you may group
various shipping types (i.e. Rail and Road) into a shipping type procedure group (i.e. L001 – Land shipping type)
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T-Code
Path

T_71
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define and Assign Pricing
Procedures  Define and assign item procedure group

3.

In this activity, you define the item determination procedure groups required as shown below:

4.

Subsequently, you assign the item determination procedure groups to each item category as required:

Note:



One item determination procedure group can be assigned to more than one item category.
For example, assuming that you have several item categories (i.e. insurance, customs etc.) that is relevant for a
pricing procedure, then it may be grouped into a single item determination procedure group (i.e. Shipment

T-Code
Path

T_70
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define and Assign Pricing
Procedures  Define service agent procedure group
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5. In this activity you define the service agent procedure group that is relevant for pricing procedure
determination:

6. Subsequently, the defined service agent procedure group is assigned to Vendor Master (tcode XK01):

Note: As such, when the service agent is entered in the system during transaction, the service agent procedure group
assigned to the vendor acts as a key field in the pricing procedure determination.

T-Code
Path

T_08
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define and Assign Pricing
Procedures  Maintain pricing procedure
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7. In this activity, you define the pricing procedure and setup the pricing structure as required:

8. Relevant control parameters and settings for the pricing procedure is subsequently maintained in the
control data dialog structure. Condition type is assigned in the pricing procedure:

T-Code
Path

T_73
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Define and Assign Pricing
Procedures  Define pricing procedure determination for shipment costs
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9. In this activity, pricing procedure determination is maintained for each transportation planning point
defined in the enterprise structure (Logistic Execution):

10. Subsequently, the pricing procedure determination is maintained with the combination of:
Transportation Planning Point + Item Determination Procedure Grp. + Service Agent Procedure Grp. +
Shipping Type Procedure Grp.

Consistency Check for Price Determination Settings
Once the shipment pricing procedure is completed, you may perform a price determination consistency
check as below:
T-Code VIC00
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Path
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Pricing  Pricing Control  Consistency Check for Price
Determination Settings
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Further Notes:
Below are several known issues faced in shipment costs usage in Oil & Gas industry, which relevant SAP
Notes can be applied:


In a particular shipment cost document, there are situation where the shipment cost unit of measure
(UoM) is different from the sales UoM and both are in different dimension (i.e. volume and weight),
hence the conversion routines does not convert the quantities correctly and system gives error
VYSC 804 “Pricing error: (unit for quantity conversion)”. This can be addressed by applying
SAP Note 1533508.



When the shipment costing is based on loaded quantities the condition detail screen of the sub item
has a quantity field in the header which gets displayed as the “loaded quantity” (refer to Page 9) in
shipment unit of measure. This quantity should be displayed in Sales UoM to enable the right
conversion to happen for the conditions in different UoM. Please apply SAP Note 1528598.
However, after applying the SAP Note, it is subsequently found that the quantity field displaying as
zero when the Sales UoM is the same as Shipment UoM. Please apply SAP Note 1530160 for this.



SAP Note 1584701 – This note allows the adding of partners to TD shipment after shipment costing
has started, but does not allow changing the existing partners that will results to inconsistencies in
the shipment cost document created.



SAP Note 748028 – The transfer of a shipment cost item to FI/CO fails and the system issues an
error VY 110 “General error during transfer”. The error subsequently advised users to refer to log,
which does not provide any useful information pertaining to the actual cause of the error. This note
provides the detailed information about the error messages.

Shipment Cost Settlement
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Assign Purchasing Data
For settlement to happen, you must assign the organizational units in the shipment to the relevant organizational
units in purchasing. These settings are necessary for creating accruals. The accruals are posted using service
entry sheets, which is triggered automatically with reference to the Purchase Order generated. Hence, the
purchasing organizational units are needed for service procurement.

T-Code
Path

T_53
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Settlement  Assign Purchasing Data

1. In this activity, you assign the combination of transportation planning point and shipment cost type to the
relevant purchasing organizational units as shown below:

Maintain Account Assignment Category
T-Code OME9
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Path
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Settlement  Maintain Account Assignment Category
1.

In this activity, you can maintain the account assignment properties and determine which fields are assigned
during shipment cost processing as mandatory, optional, display or suppressed fields.
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2. In the account assignment categories details view, you can maintain the relevant account modifier that is
used in the automatic account assignment and determination of G/L account in the subsequent activity:

Note:






The account modification field (i.e. VBR) is mandatory to be filled for automatic G/L account
determination.
To ensure that there are no errors during posting, the settings of the field status group for the account
assignment category used must be compatible with the settings for the field status groups of the G/L
account determined. The settings for the field status groups are made in Customizing for Financial
Accounting (FI).
In other cases related to CO-PA (Profitability Analysis) in sales transactions, the error KE 396 could occur.
This error could occur due to difference in sales Division, which is a possible where the division derived
from the material master could be different from the division in the sales order header. To address this
error, SAP Note 352699 can be applied.

Automatic G/L Account Determination
During shipment cost processing, the system can determine a G/L account for the shipment costs automatically.
This process uses the settings that you make in this activity to find the correct G/L account. In the case of
shipment cost, the transaction key is set to 'GBB' by the system.

T-Code
Path

OBYC
Industry Solution Oil & Gas (Downstream)  TD (Transportation & Distribution)  TD Bulk
Shipment  Shipment Costs  Settlement  Automatic G/L Account Determination
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1. In the main screen, double click on the transaction key “GBB” and subsequently indicate the Chart of
Account group that applies:

2. Subsequently, in the detailed screen for the given Chart of Accounts (from the and Transaction Key,
maintain the relevant entry as shown below:

The following are the key parameters set by the system for G/L account determination:







Chart of accounts – Derived from company code of the transportation planning point
Valuation grouping code – Derived from the plant valuation area that is assigned to the transportation
planning point and the shipment cost type.
Transaction Event key – Hard-coded in the system to 'GBB'.
Account grouping – Derived from the Customizing setting of the account assignment category
Valuation class – Derived from the Customizing settings for the shipment cost item category
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Additional information provided by SAP documentation notes:
How does the system find the relevant accounts?
When entering the goods movement, the user does not have to enter a G/L account, since the ERP system
automatically finds the accounts to which postings are to be made using the following data:



Chart of accounts of the company code
If the user enters a company code or a plant when entering a transaction, the ERP system determines the
chart of accounts which is valid for the company code.
You must define the automatic account determination individually for each chart of accounts.



Valuation grouping code of the valuation area
If the automatic account determination within a chart of accounts is to run differently for certain company
codes or plants (valuation areas), assign different valuation grouping codes to these valuation areas.
You must define the automatic account determination individually for every valuation grouping code within
a chart of accounts. It applies to all valuation areas which are assigned to this valuation grouping code.
If the user enters a company code or a plant when entering a transaction, the system determines the
valuation area and the valuation grouping code.



Transaction/event key (internal processing key)
Posting transactions are predefined for those inventory management and invoice verification transactions
relevant to accounting. Posting records, which are generalized in the value string, are assigned to each
relevant movement type in inventory management and each transaction in invoice verification. These
contain keys for the relevant posting transaction (for example, inventory posting and consumption posting)
instead of actual G/L account numbers.
You do not have to define these transaction keys, they are determined automatically from the transaction
(invoice verification) or the movement type (inventory management). All you have to do is assign the
relevant G/L account to each posting transaction.



Account grouping (only for offsetting entries, consignment liabilities, and price differences)
Since the posting transaction "Offsetting entry for inventory posting" is used for different transactions (for
example, goods issue, scrapping, physical inventory), which are assigned to different accounts (for
example, consumption account, scrapping, expense/income from inventory differences), it is necessary to
divide the posting transaction according to a further key: account grouping code.
An account grouping is assigned to each movement type in inventory management which uses the
posting transaction "Offsetting entry for inventory posting".
Under the posting transaction "Offsetting entry for inventory posting", you must assign G/L accounts for
every account grouping, that is, assign G/L accounts.
If you wish to post price differences to different price difference accounts in the case of goods receipts for
purchase orders, goods receipts for orders, or other movements, you can define different account
grouping codes for the transaction key.
Using the account grouping, you can also have different accounts for consignment liabilities and pipeline
liabilities.
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Valuation class of material or (in case of split valuation) the valuation type
The valuation class allows you to define automatic account determination that is dependent on the
material. for example: you post a goods receipt of a raw material to a different stock account than if the
goods receipt were for trading goods, even though the user enters the same transaction for both
materials.
You can achieve this by assigning different valuation classes to the materials and by assigning different
G/L accounts to the posting transaction for every valuation class.
If you do not want to differentiate according to valuation classes you do not have to maintain a valuation
class for a transaction.

Further notes
The following list shows the individual transactions with examples of how they are used. The transaction/event key
is specified in brackets.



Offsetting entry for stock posting (GBB)
Offsetting entries for stock postings are used in Inventory Management. They are dependent on the
account grouping to which each movement type is assigned. The following account groupings are defined
in the standard system:

o

VBR: for internal goods issues (for example, for cost center)

You can also define your own account groupings. If you intend to post goods issues for cost centers (mvt
type 201) and goods issues for orders (mvt type 261) to separate consumption accounts, you can assign
the account grouping ZZZ to movement type 201 and account grouping YYY to movement type 261.
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Related Content
Shipment Cost Processing
Shipment Cost Processing in Transportation and Distribution
Assignment for Cost Accounting
G/L Account Determination
TD Bulk Shipment Type
Maintaining Vendor Master Records
For more information, visit the Supply Chain Management homepage.
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